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ABSTRACT
Chatoyant is a system level opto-electro-mechanical
CAD tool developed to meet the needs of mixed
technology systems designers. In this paper, we present
the modeling techniques we have implemented in
Chatoyant for system level design of mixed technology
micro-systems composed of optical, electrical and
mechanicd components.
I. INTRODUCTION
For integrated micro-systems composed of optical,
electrical, and mechanical components, the need to
model large numbers of linear and non-linear
components with sufficient accuracy to analyze crosstalk, noise, and tolerancing in a interactive environment
leads to the requirement of an efficient yet accurate
mixed-technology simulation technique that crosses the
domains of optics, electronics and mechanics.
w e have developed Chatoyant to support modeling
and simulating of micro-opto-electro-mechanicalsystems
inchding micro-optica1 and mechanical components
[1,2]. Chatoyant is built upon the object-oriented
simuIation engine Ptolemy [3]. Chatoyant’s component
models are written in Ct+ with sets of user defined
parameters for the characteristics of each module
instance. To maximize our modeling flexibility, our
signals are composite types, representing the attributes of
force, disptacement, velocity and acceleration for
mechanical signals, voltages and impedances for
electronic signals, and wavefront, phase, orientation and
intensity for optical signals. The composite type is
extensible, allowing us to add new signal characteristics
as needed.

The Ptolemy simulation method used in Chatoyant is
called “Dynamic Data Flow” (DDF) with the
modification that timing information is added to each
message to support multiple and run-time-rate variable
streams of data flowing through the system, which is
essential for multiple domains.
Component models are based on three modeling
techniques. The first: is a “derived model” technique.
That is, analytic models based on an underlying physical
model of the device. These can be very abstract “0th-
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order” models, or more complex models involving time
varying functions, internal state, or memory. The second
class of models is based on empirical measurements from
fabricated devices, These models use measured data and
interpolation techniques to directly map input signal
values to output values. The third technique is reduced
order or response surface models. For these models, we
use the results of low level simulations, such BS finite
element solvers, or simulators, and generate a reduced
order model, which covers the range of operating points
for the component by producing a polynomial curve fit,
or simple interpoIation over the range of operation. We
have successfully used all three of these methods in the
creation of four component libraries. The Optoelectronic
Library includes vertical cavity surface emitting lasers
(VCSELs), multiple quantum well (MQW) modulators,
and p-i-n deteptors. The Optical Library contains
componenfs such as refractive and diffractive lenses,
lenslets, mirrors, and apertures. The Electrical Library
includes CMOS drivers and transimpedance amplifiers,
and the Mechanical Library contains scratch drive
actuators and other elecwo-static devices.
In the remainder of this paper, we present our
techniques for system level modeling, followed by the
methodologies and examples for electrical and
mechanical modeling. We conclude with a discussion
and an example of OUT opticnl signal modeling.
11. SYSTEM LEVEL MODELING
The simulation of mixed-technology micro systems
involves signals of very different structures with varied
dynamics. The use of the object-oriented Ptolemy
framework permits a large degree of abstraction for the
simulation of such systems. This is in contrast to
simulators based on potential/field gradients or finite
element analysis. In Ptolemy’s abstraction framework,
the system is decomposed into component modules that
are individually characterized and joined together by the
mutual exchange of information. The nature of this
information can be optical, electrical, mechanical, or any
combination of these.
The information flow is handled using a “message
class”, a heterogeneous interface that altows for the
transmission of a token, or particle, of data information
between components. The advantage of using such a
class is that one single message contains optica1,
electrical, or mechanical information, and each
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component type-checks the data, extracting the relevant
information. The message class also carries time
information for each message in the stream of data. This
allows for the dynamic insertion and deletion of samples
by any component, as discussed below.
In this model of computation, the simulation
scheduler creates a dynamic schedule based on the flow
of data between the modules. In other words, the order of
the modules’ execution is set during run time. This
allows modeling of multi-dynamic systems where every
component can alter the rate of consumedproduced data
during simulation. The scheduler also provides the
system with buffering capability. This allows the system
to keep track of all the particles arriving at one module
when multipie input streams of data are involved.
Before the discussion of individual signal models and
to further understand the development of OUT systemlevei simulation tool, we first introduce our device and
component modeling methodology.

A. Component Lcvcl Simulation
We make a distinction between device level and
component level modeling. Device level models focus on
explicitly modeling the processes within the physical
geometry of n device such 3s fields, fluxes, stresses, and
thermal gradients. Conversely, in component level
models these distributed effects are characterized in
terms of device parameters and the models focus on the
relationships between these parameters and state
variables (e.g., optical intensity, phase, current, voltage,
displacement, or temperature) as a set of linear or non-
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linear differential equations (DE). In the electron
domain, these are called “circuit models.”
Component Ievel (which in the electrical domain i s
called circuit-lwei) modeling techniques can be used for
mechanical, optical, and electronic device modeling, but,
for most models, the degree of accuracy does not match
that required for performance analysis of real devices.
Fast transient phenomena, dependencies on the physical
geometry of the device, and large signal operation are
generally not well characterized by these kinds of
models.
On the other hand, device level simulation
techniques, offer the degree of accuracy required to
model fast transients (e.g., optical chirp, eiectrica1
overshoot, and mechanical contact), fabrication geometry
dependencies, as well as steady-state solutions in the
devices [4]. However, modeling these processes requires
specialized techniques and large computational
resources. Further, these simulations produce results that
are generally not compatible with the specialized
simulators required for other domains. For instance, it is
difficult to model the behavior of a laser in terms of
carrier population densities, and at the same time, the
emitted light in terms of its electromagnetic fields.
There are two basic techniques to deal with this
problem of device simulation vs. component simulation.
The first is the use of two levels of simulation, a device
level simulation for each unique domain, coupled to a
higher level component simulation that coordinates the
results of each. The idea is analogous to the technique of
using a digital simulation backbone to tie together analog
simulationsfor mixed signal VLSI.

However, for the case of device and circuit cosimulation, this technique has all the drawbacks
previously mentioned for the device level simulation and
the additional computational resources to coordinate both
simulators and make them converge to a common point
of operation [5,6].
Rather, our approach is lo increase the accuracy of
the component level (circuit) models. That is, to
incorporate the bansient solution, and other second order
effects, of the device analysis within the component level
simulation. This is accomplished by creating component
models for these higher order effects and incorporating
them into the component model of the device [4,7].
Different methodologies can be used to translate the
device level expressions that characterize the device
operation into a set of temporal linearhon-linear
differential equations that are solved during simulation.
The advantage of having this representation is that we
can simulate mechanical, electronic and optoelectronic
models in a single mixed-domain component level
simulator.

B. Simulation Mcthod
For simulation, we perform a numerical analysis, in
order to solve the Iinearlnon-linear DE set necessary to
obtain an accurate solution, and use piecewise linear
(PWL) modeling to overcome the iteration process
encountered in the integration technique used in
traditional circuit simulators [8,9], Linearizing the
behavior of the non-linear devices by regions of
operation simplifies the computational task to s o h e the
system. This also allows us to trade accuracy for speed.
Most importantly, PWL models for these devices allows
us to integrate mechanical, etectricai and optical
components in the same simulation,
Our modeling is accomplished as shown in Figure 1.
We perform linear and non-linear sub-block
decomposition of the circuit mode1 of the device. This
decomposes the design into a linear multi-port sub-block

section and non-linear sub-blocks. The linear multi-port
sub-block can be thought of as characterizing the
interconnection network or parasitic while the non-linear
sub-biocks characterize the active devices.
Then, Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) [IO] is used
to create a matrix representation for the device, shown in
Figure 2. In this electrical circuit example, [SI Is the
storage element matrix, [GI is the conductance matrix,
[XIis the vector of state variables, [b] is a connectivity
matrix, [U] is the excitation vector and [I] is the current
vector.
The linear sub-block elements can be directly
matched to this representation but the non-linear
elements need to frst undergo a fkther transformation.
We perform piecewise modeling of the active devices for
each non-linear sub-block. When w e form each nonlinear sub-block, a MNA template is used for each device
in the network. The use of piecewise models is based on
the ability to change these models for the active devices
depending on the changes in conditions in the circuit, and
thus the regions of operation.
The templates generated can be integrated to the
general MNA containing the linear components adding
their matrix contents to their corresponding counterparts.
This process is shown in Figure 2 for the S matrix. This
same composition is done for the other matrices, The size
of each of the template matrices is bounded to the
number of nodes connected to the non-linear element.
Once the integrated MNA is formed, a linear analysis
in the frequency domain can be performed to obtain the
solution of the system. Constraining the signals in the
system to be piecewise in nature allows us to use simple
transformations to and from the time domain without the
use of costly numerical integration,
During each time step in the simulation, the state
variables in the module will change and might cause the
active devices to change their modes of operation.
Therefore, we re-compute and re-characterize the PWL

[SIStorage element matrix
[GIConductance matrix
[XI State variables
[b] Connectivity matrix
[U] Excitation vector
[I] Current vector.

nodes= N

[sh

Template from a

boundednon-linear
element (i.e., nodes a*r)
Figure 2 MNA representation and Template Integration
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solution caused by changes between piecewise models.
Depending on the number of segments used in the
piecewise linear model, on average there will be a large
number of time steps during which the system
representation is unchanged, justifying the computational
savings of this technique.
111. PWL MODELING EXAMPLES
To illustrate our PWL modeling technique we
demonstrate modeling of some simple electrical and
mechanical components.

A. Example PWI, Modeling of CMOS circuits
To show the speed and accuracy of the PWL
approach for electrical components, we performed
several experiments comparing our results to that of
Spice 3f4 (Lever 11).
Figure 3(a) shows the performance of a single CMOS

amplifier under large signal input. The source used for
the test was a pure sinusoid where the frequency was
1GRz. For this test we used the static (zero bias)
capacitance values directly fiom the Spice level 11
models. The main difference in the results can be seen EIS
a drift in phase. Pitting the model equations to the
dynamic behavior of the parasitic capacitances would
decrease the relative error.
Figure 3(b) shows the overshoot expected from the
cascade of two inverters as an effect o f the high
frequency path created through the parasitic effective
capacitance, Cgd and its size compared to the drainsource capacitance, Cds.The overshoot level is affected
by the ratio CgdiCds and so will be as good as out
estimation of Cds. In our tests a theoretical value for Cds
of 6 fF was used and the overshoot level was within 10%
of the Spice value.

B.Mechanical Modeling Using PWL Techniques
The general method for solving sets of non-linear
differential equations using PWL :an also be used to

(4

integrate complex mechanical models. The model for a
mechanical device can be summarized in a set of
differential equations that define its dynamics as a
reaction to external forces and given to the PWL salver
for evaluation.
In the field of MEM modeling, there has been an
increasing amount of work that uses a set of Ordinary
Differential Equations (ODEs) [ 11,123 to characterize
MEM devices. ODE modeling is used instead of
techniques such as finite element analysis, to reduce the
time and amount of computational resources necessary
for simulation. The model uses non-linear differential
equations in multiple degrees of fceedom and in mixed
domains. The technique models a MEM device by
characterizing its different basic components such as
beams, plate-masses, joints, and electrostatic gaps and
then using local interactions between components.
As an example, consider the standard equation that
describes the dynamics of a beam under a vector of
external forces E;:
IF1= lKllUl+ [SllVl f IMIIAI,
where [K] is the stiffness matrix, [U] i s the
displacement matrix, PJ is the damping matrix, [VI is
the velocity matrix, [MI is the mass matrix, and [A] is the
acceleration matrix. The expression represents a set of
linear ODEs if the characteristic matrices [KJ,
[B] and
[MIarc static and independent of the dynamics in the
body. If this is not the case, then they represent a set of
non-linear ODEs. Typically, this beam is only a part of a
bigger device made from components that will be
characterized using similar expressions The interaction
between components will be constrained to the joint
points and also described using similar matrix
expressions that interact across mixed domains.
The final step in this method involves the use of a
traditional non-linear solver to find the solution for the
matrix sets. Our use of a PWL. general solver in this
phase decreases the computational task even more and
allows for a trade-off between accuracy and speed, Th
I
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Figure 3 (a) PWL and Spice output for inverler under capacitive load and frequency of 1QHz.
(b)PWL simutation of two inverters showing overshoot at 600MHz.
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additional advantage of using the same technique to
characterize electrical and mechanical models allows us
to easily merge mechanical, optical and electronic
technologies in complex devices.
C. Dynamic Simulation of a Single Constrained Beam
As example of our mechanical technique, we present
the response of an anchored beam in a 2D plane with an
external force applied on the free end. The analysis of
this element is obtained using the piecewise linear
technique presented above.
Constraining the
inputloutput signals to a piecewise linear wave, the time
domain response is completed in one step, without costly
numerical integration,
To test our results, a comparison against NODAS
[13] was performed, Table 1 shows the resonant
frequencies and Figure 4 shows the transient response
(rotational deformation) to a 1.8 nN non-ideal step (rise
time of 10 psec) rotational torque for this constrained
beam (183pm length, 3.8 pm width, poly-si) from both
our PWL technique and NODAS, The comparison
between our results and NODAS's are very close.
NODAS uses SABER, a circuit analyzer performing
numerical integration for every analyzed point, which
results in costly computation time. Our h e a r piecewise
solver is computational intensive during the eigenvalue
search, however, this procedure i s performed only one
time at the beginning of the simulation run. We believe
that this will result in a more computationally efficient
simuhtion. However, as previously mentioned, the
accuracy of the analysis depends in the granularity of the
piecewise characterization for the signals used in the
system, which can increase computation time.

Resonant Frequencics
n

11

NODAS
P W L simulator

I

12

154,59KHz 1.52MHz
150,04Wz 1.48MHz

Table 1 Resonant frequencies

IV.MODELS FOR MICRO-OPTICAL SYSTEMS
For macro-scale systems, on the order of tens of
millimeters to meters, we support Gaussian propagation,
which characterizes nn optical signal as a Gaussian beam.
Not having to perform an explicit integration of the
optical wavefront at each component results in an
accurate simulationwith a fast computation time.
However, as we extend our tool to support micro
systems, where we are required to model diffractive
propagation effects through the refractive and diffractive
components (e.g#, lenses, apertures, gratings, and
mirrors), Gaussian propagation breaks down and a
diffractive propagation method must be used, For our
diffractive modeling, we have used scalar propagation
techniques, due to our intuition that these models will be
accurate in the optical MEM domain, and have a smaller
computation time than the full vector method. We have
chosen to implement the Rayleigh-Somerfeld
formulation, using a %-point Gaussian quadrature
method for our integration technique [14]. This choice
gives us the diffractive accuracy that we require for
micro systems in a reasonable computation time for an
interactive simulation tool.
We have been able to interface our RayleighSommerfeld scalar model into the fiber based software
package, BPM-CAD [15]. Chatoyant creates an output
file of the complex wavefunction in BPM-CAD'S
specialized format. Our tool can also read this format for
the fiber to free-space interface. As an example, we
simulate a 85Onm VCSEL (l/e2 waist is equal to 5pm)
propagating IS0 pm in free space, and interface these
results with 10 pm single mode fiber (index difference of
,006, length of 1500 pm) in BPM-CAD. Using Snell's
law, the acceptance angle of this fiber is 6.3 degrees. To
ilIustrate the relationship of the acceptance angle to the
mechanical tolerancing for the system, we show how
tilting the end of the fiber effects the propagation of light
down the fiba. In Figure 5, we show results as the beam
is propagated down the fiber, for the case of perfect
alignment and when the fiber is tilted by an offset of 1,
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Figure 4 Transient Response of a Beam: (a) Chatoyant (b) NODAS
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4, and 7 degrees. Also shown in Figure 5 i s the VCSEL
beam after it has propagated through free space. Notice
that the waist: of the Gaussian beam changes as enters the
fiber due to the index change. For the 0 degree offset
case, the Gaussian beam at the free-space fiber interface
is almost the mode field diameter of the fiber (10,5 pm),
therefore, the beam propagates well in this fiber.
However, ns the mechanical rotation is applied, the beam
enters the fiber at a tilt, resulting in the beam bouncing
back and forth on the core/dadding interface. It is seen
in the 4 degree offset case, that as the tilts get larger,
some of the beam i s not captured in the core and i s lost
through the cladding. When we get above the acceptance
angle of the fiber, hardly any of the beam i s left to
propagate down the fiber, as seen in the last case of the
figure.
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